Enhance your business and gain a
competitive advantage with data, through
our expertise in:

Empowering
organizations
with modern data
platforms
Nagarro is a strategic partner of Snowflake,
delivering solutions in cloud data
management to global customers.
Across multiple industries, many enterprises
leverage Nagarro’s experience in executing
data-driven modernization and digital
transformation projects while also reaping
the benefits of Snowflake’s single, integrated
platform in their preferred or multi-cloud
environments.
Interested in upgrading your data platforms?
Just drop us a mail at
data.analytics@nagarro.com

• Cloud data migration

• Enterprise data platforms

• Data warehouse/Lake house engineering

• Modern business intelligence

• Big data analytics

How can we engage with you?
End-to-end consulting

Rapid Prototyping

We understand your
vision, ideate, and define a
roadmap to deliver.

We design a prioritybased solution scope
to deliver the best-cost
output within 2-4 weeks.

Rapid Deployment with
Accelerators

Fully Managed Projects

We use our data and AI
accelerators to deliver
customized use cases much
sooner and at reduced
costs.
Augmenting Team Capacity
& Capability
Our experienced technical/
domain experts serve as an
extended arm of your team.

Thinking Breakthroughs

We use our data and AI
accelerators to deliver
customized use cases much
sooner and at reduced
costs.

Maintenance & Support
We cater to changes/
configurations, ensuring
zero disruptions,
optimized performance,
and minimal costs.

For more about us, visit www.nagarro.com

Our end-to-end service
offerings

SaaS

Data & Analytics
practice @ Nagarro

400+

75+

Data Engineers

Satisfied Customers

200+

150+

Data Scientists

Projects Delivered

About Nagarro

Success stories
Driving analytics at scale

Customer interaction analytics

Nagarro helps one of the largest
automotive dealers to build their modern
data platform using Snowflake. The data
platform acts as a centralized repository
and a single source of truth for the data
coming from heterogeneous data sources,
enabling our client to improve their data
utilization and overall data discovery.

Nagarro works with one of the largest
carbon commodity companies to build
a scalable and performant system on
Snowflake that provides an automated
view of customer interactions. Results?
The centralized system empowers the
organization to understand their customer
behavior, resulting in higher revenue.

For more about us, visit www.nagarro.com

Nagarro is a global leader in
digital engineering with over
15 years of experience in the
industry. We help leading
airlines across the globe become
digital-first companies, enabling
them to run intelligent and
agile operations powered by
data and automation, increase
revenues through next-gen
NDC-based distribution, and
create a personalized customer
experience via omnichannel
engagement

Thinking
Thinking
Breakthroughs
Breakthroughs

